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– Other Training opportunities
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CCD tools

• Next steps and timeline
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Scientific catalysts



Website: www.ccd.pitt.edu



A Strong Team of Investigators

‒ University of Pittsburgh investigators are in Biomedical 
Informatics, Computational and Systems Biology, Computer 
Science, and Human Genetics

‒ University of Pittsburgh is in partnership with CMU, Yale, 
and PSC

‒ Collaborative projects with Stanford, Harvard, University of 
Wisconsin, and other BD2K Centers



Scientific Aims of CCD

• Aim 1. Develop and implement state-of-the-art methods for 
causal modeling and discovery (CMD) of knowledge from 
biomedical big data
– Make the best existing CMD methods available (“one-stop shopping”)

– Develop new CMD methods

• Aim 2. Investigate three biomedical projects
– Evaluate the usefulness of CMD methods on these problems

– Drive further the development of the CMD methods

• Aim 3. Disseminate the CMD methods widely to biomedical 
researchers and data scientists
– Available as Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)

– Available through an easy-to-use and powerful desktop interface



Consortium Activities Component 

Activities Aims are focused on: 

• Communications & Outreach

• Interoperability of software between 
BD2K CoEs

• Promotion of Data Standards



Communications & Outreach

Scientific Catalyst Program 
• To reach out to biomedical investigators who will promote CCD software/algorithm usage amongst 

their colleagues
• Conduct 1-2 meetings per year (disseminate information)
• Provide on-board packet for new members
• Enlisted 26 Scientific Catalysts to date

Technical Catalyst Program 
• Conduct site visits to other BD2K centers
• Develop site-specific whitepapers
• Recently completed a site visit/whitepaper at the University of Wisconsin-Madison @ 

Center for Predictive Computational Phenotyping
• Establish Intra-consortium projects/supplements



 BD2K Project Title PI institution PI

 LINCS Center for Transcriptomics Broad Institute Todd Golub, Aravind Subramanian

 LINCS-BD2K Perturbation Data Coordination and Integration Center Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai Avi Ma’ayan

 Big Data for Discovery Science University of Southern California Arthur W. Toga

 Center for Big Data in Translational Genomics University of California, Santa Cruz David H. Haussler

 Center for Causal Modeling and Discovery of Biomedical Knowledge from Big Data University of Pittsburgh Gregory F. Cooper

* Center for Expanded Data Annotation and Retrieval (CEDAR) Stanford University Mark A. Musen

* The Center for Predictive Computational Phenotyping University of Wisconsin – Madison Mark Craven

 Center of Excellence for Mobile Sensor Data-to-Knowledge (MD2K) University of Memphis Santosh Kumar

 ENIGMA Center for Worldwide Medicine, Imaging, and Genomics University of Southern California Paul M. Thompson

 KnowEng, a Scalable Knowledge Engine for Large-Scale Genomic Data University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Jiawei Han

 The National Center for Mobility Data Integration to Insight (The Mobilize Center) Stanford University Scott L. Delp

* Patient-Centered Information Commons: Standardized Unification of Research Elements (PIC-SURE) Harvard University Medical School Isaac S. Kohane

 A Community Effort to Translate Protein Data to Knowledge: An Integrated Platform University of California, Los Angeles Peipei Ping

Funded BD2K Centers of Excellence

* Centers we are actively working with



Intra-Consortium Projects

Project 1: CCD PIC-SURE – Harvard Medical School
A Cloud-based Integration of Causal Modeling and Discovery Tools with the Patient-Centered Information 
Commons: Standardized Unification of Research Elements (PIC-SURE)

• Aim 1: Deploy and test the PIC-SURE 
RESTful API in the cloud

• Aim 2: Develop probabilistic graphical 
models in a cloud environment

• Aim 3: Develop and test a cloud-hosted 
version of the CCD analytic framework

• Aim 4: Develop and test PIC-SURE data 
visualization tools with CCD models in 
the cloud

Architectural Overview



Promote Data Standards

Stanford Site Visit – CEDAR
• Center for Expanded Data Annotation and Retrieval 

(CEDAR), intra-consortium project discussions

• Site visit on April 20-21, 2016

• Promote metadata standards for causal analysis (i.e., 
annotating data sets, results)

• CCD members participating in BD2K Metadata WG 
(Becich & Hochheiser)



Causal Discovery Software Available
• causal-cmd – a Java library and command line implementation of algorithms, i.e., 

Fast Greedy Search (FGS) for continuous variables

• causal-web – web-based graphical interface for performing causal discovery 
analysis on big data using large memory servers at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing 
Center (PSC) (https://dxcvm26.psc.edu/ccd/login)

• Py-causal – a python module that wraps the causal API library

• R-causal – an R module that wraps the causal API library

• Source code for all of our software is now on Github

See our Tools and Software web site for more information
http://www.ccd.pitt.edu/wiki/index.php?title=Tools_and_Software



Training Initiatives

• Train biomedical researchers in the use of CMD methods and 
software applied to big data

• Train data scientists to develop new CMD tools and methods 
for analyzing biomedical big data

• Offer various types of training
• Online tutorials and courses

– Causal Graphs (May), Parametric Models (Summer), Search (Fall)

• Summer short courses

• Postdoctoral, graduate, and undergraduate training (n ≈ 20)

• Data Science workshops

• Hackathons



Summer Short Course :
Causal Discovery with Graphical Models

• June 13-17, 2016 (Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA)

• Introduction to causal modeling and discovery in biomedical research

• Appropriate for graduate students, postdocs, new & established investigators 
seeking training in causal discovery – both biomedical and data scientists

• Hands-on, individualized training on the use of causal modeling and 
discovery software with practice data & attendee’s own data 

• Poster session with dinner

• Attendees bring laptops 

• No registration fee – discounted housing available (attendee expense) at 
CMU dormitories & nearby hotels

• Registration on-line :  https://form.jotform.com/60404497036151 

• June 17-18, 2016 - Data-thon planned immediately following this course 



Survey Discussion
Q1: How can we best serve you and your institution's biomedical scientists in 
analyzing your data to support causal discovery?

• Form collaborations, i.e. pair bioinformaticians with wet-bench scientists to 
work on projects together.

• Deep phenotyping and semantically tagged clinical text extraction models.

• Lay out the strategy: Provide examples and vignettes relevant to clinical 
genomics.

• Support and better documentation for Tetrad.

• Provide an open source software tool suite that can be used and built upon for 
inferential analysis. Would be great if there was a sound basis for uploading / 
managing data, inquiring the data, and visualizing the results. 

• Sharing success stories, or list of services provided. Most investigators won't 
think beyond traditional biostatistics.

• Tutorials in TCGA database surfing as well as location and access of other 
databases.



Survey

Q2: Would you be willing to provide data sets to help us test/pilot our tools?



Next Steps

• Meetings ~ twice a year

• Box collaboration

• Seminars – CCD Colloquia Series

• Suggestions?



Thank you

www.ccd.pitt.edu

Michael J. Becich, MD, PhD
412-648-9244 | becich@pitt.edu

Nickie Cappella
412-624-5459 | nkc7@pitt.edu
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NIH Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Initiative

from: https://datascience.nih.gov/bd2k

The ability to harvest the wealth of information contained in 
biomedical Big Data will advance our understanding of human health 
and  disease; however, lack of appropriate tools, poor data 
accessibility, and insufficient training, are major impediments to rapid 
translational impact.  

To meet this challenge, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
launched the Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) initiative in 2012. 

BD2K is a trans-NIH initiative  established to enable biomedical 
research as a digital research enterprise, to facilitate discovery and 
support new knowledge, and to maximize community engagement.



NIH Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) Initiative

• Facilitate broad use of biomedical digital assets by making them 
discoverable, accessible and citable

• Conduct research and develop the methods, software, and tools 
needed to analyze biomedical Big Data

• Enhance training in the development and use of methods and 
tools necessary for biomedical Big Data science.

• Support a data ecosystem that accelerates biomedical knowledge 
discovery as part of a digital enterprise

from: https://datascience.nih.gov/bd2k/about



NIH BD2K Centers of Excellence

• The Centers of Excellence are part of the overall NIH BD2K 
initiative.

• The goal is to develop and disseminate computational 
methods to assist biomedical researchers in using big  data to 
significantly advance biomedical science.

• Project components include research, software development 
and dissemination, training, and joint Center activities. 

• As of September 2014, NIH began funding 12 BD2K Centers of 
Excellence.

• Funding is about $2.7M (total) per Center per year for 4 years.

• For more information, see: 
https://datascience.nih.gov/bd2k/funded-programs/centers



Center for Causal Discovery (CCD)



Data Science Research Component

Driving 
Biomedical 

Projects

Methods 
Development Core

Algorithm 
Development

Systems 
Development

Training 

Component

Collaborative 
Component

The Main Components of the Center for Causal Discovery



Why Establish the CCD?

Science is centrally concerned with the discovery of 
causal relationships in nature.

• Understanding

• Prediction

• Control

Examples:

• Determine the genes and cell signaling pathways that 
cause breast cancer 

• Discover the clinical effects of a new drug

• Uncover the mechanisms of pathogenicity of a recently 
mutated virus that is spreading rapidly in the population



Anticipated Scientific Contributions of the 
Center for Causal Discovery 

• Algorithms that will support the efficient discovery 
of causal knowledge from big biomedical data 

• A computable representation of causal networks 
that facilitates generating, analyzing, visualizing, 
comparing, annotating, sharing, and storing such 
models



Deliverables

• Software

• Implements a rich suite of CMD algorithms

• Available as application programming interfaces (APIs) 

• Open source and free

• An easy-to-use CMD system with a desktop interface, 
which is open source and free

• Projects with other Centers

• Training



Dissemination: Software


